
enjoy 
ibiza

 



 ibiza
The island

Ibiza attracts people from all over the
world. Many say the island allows them
to breathe, step away from everyday life,
and just live. 

The open atmosphere on the island,
gives you a loose sense of living.
Ibicencos often use the Latin expression:
‘Ad Lib’, especially in their fashion.
Which means “as you feel like”.

Ibiza has attracted open-minded people,
hippies, artists, and musicians for years.
Today Ibiza is more international than
ever. You see this reflected in the many
restaurants with different culinary
experiences and bars and clubs with
chic designs, housed in breathtaking
scenery. Families also love Ibiza as they
can take their kids everywhere on Ibiza. 

Find out for yourself why you love Ibiza. 
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We came to the island in 1999 and still enjoy it whenever we come here. 

We fell in love, got married, had children, and bought a house. Now we are enjoying the island

every season and feel so lucky we can do this. We like to come here with friends and family.

Enjoy a great paella in the wintertime at Es Boldado and relax in summer with fresh Cava de

Sangria at a beach. 

Over the years, the island keeps changing and surprising us. The island's energy is amazing,

and we keep changing with it. When we first came to Ibiza, we just partied and experienced

nightlife. With small children, we enjoy the beaches, and as we get older, our spiritual interest

comes free here. 

Many people ask which beaches we like to go to and where they should eat. What places are

good for partying, and where do we buy the kaftans for the girls? 

Enjoy Ibiza brings you a part of the island we know and like. We like to share these tips with

you and hope you will have the same beautiful experiences as we do!

 

Un abrazo de

Jordi & Joanne

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

about us
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 beaches
55 beaches 

  
Ibiza has 55 beaches to enjoy. 

There are small idyllic beaches, rocky
beaches, and beaches with sand and
stones. There are beaches we love, and
there are also beaches we still have to
discover. Some beaches are great for
small kids (Cala Gracioneta), and some
beaches you want to visit if you have a
party with friends (Salinas - Sa Trinxa). 

These are a few of our favourites.
Sometimes we talk about the beach, and
sometimes, we say the establishment's
name. 
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just
beaches

sun, swim, snorkel & just relax
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CALA CONTA
Here's something for everyone. The beach is beautiful, the water is
a popular snorkelling area, and there is a nice chill-out beach bar
called Sunset Ashram. The sunset there is just as good as the
famous Café del Mar in San Antonio. If you dine at one of the
restaurants at the beach, you will be dining with a fantastic sunset!
Cala Conta is situated on the west coast of the island. 

CALA D'HORT 
In a word, magnificent! It is a quiet bay with the sun, sand, fine
restaurants and beautiful island views. You can also visit the
famous rock 'Es Vedra '—a beautiful and spiritual place.

CALA JONDAL 
Beautiful beach in the south of Ibiza; you will find many famous
beach clubs like Blue Marlin, Tropicana, Jemanja (open all year-
round); Tropicana has the best service at the beach, and they have
great Massages on the beach. Blue Marlin is famous for Sunday's
live music.

CALA LLONGA 
Cala Llong is a famous bay near Santa Eularia, with a vast sandy
beach with all the amenities you want. 

CALA VEDELLA 
A small, beautiful beach with clear blue water in the heart of a
seaside village. Very popular with families. This beach is lovely at
the beginning or end of the season, as most restaurants and bars
are open year-round. 

PLATJA DES CAVALLET 
Es Cavallet is an official nudist (partly) and gay-friendly beach in
Ibiza. It has a nice Chiringuito and restaurant Es Collera (open all
year round).

AGUAS BLANCA'S 
The beach in the northeast of Ibiza is beautiful, rocky and partly
nude. 

BENIRRAS
We like to go on Sundays as the hippies sit there and drum. The
sunset is fantastic.

ES CUBELLS
Es Cubells is a small beach which is very easy to find. Just follow
the sign Es Cubells, the road goes down for 1.5 km, and the last
part can be very steep.
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BEACH 
& FOOD  
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CALA JONDAL | TROPICANA 
You will find beautiful white beds, great music and massages on
the beach. If Jorge, the massage therapist, is there, he will take
care of your back :-). It is the place to order fresh fish or salads,
which they serve on your bedside. Tropicana is the place to call the
best cava de Sangria on the island, salute!

CALA CONTA | SUNSET ASHRAM 
A nice view over Cala Conta beach with the super blue sea and
excellent music is a nice place to sit and drink. Good music and, as
the name suggests, a beautiful Sunset! 

CALA GRACIONETTA | EL CHIRINGUITO
Lovely small beach, not to be mistaken for 'Cala Gracio', which lies
next to it, you can easily swim around the rocks to get to either of
them.  It is very nice with small children as the beach is small you
always see them and the water has a long stretch of shallow
water. The Chiringuito serves food good food. 

ES XARCU | NEXT TO JONDAL BEACH 
A small excellent fish restaurant. Carefully with your car because
the road is pretty bumpy!

SA CALETA | ES BOL NOU
The Sa Caleta restaurant is excellent for fish. When you go in
spring you can sit in the sun and stay out of the wind. They are
open the whole year. It has a rough, red rock beach with sand. 

PLATJA DES CAVALLET 
Official nudist (partly) and gay friendly beach in Ibiza. Has a nice
Chiringuito and restaurant Es Collera (open all year round).

AGUAS BLANCA'S 
The beach in the northeast of Ibiza, is beautiful and rocky. This is a
partly nude beach. 

BENIRRAS
We like to go on Sundays as the hippies sit there and drum. The
sunset is fantastic.

ES CUBELLS
A small beach at Es Cubells, which is very easy to go to. Just
follow the sign Es Cubells, the road goes down for 1.5 km, and the
last part can be very steep.
 



BEACH 
& lounge 
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SALINAS BEACH | JOCKEY CLUB 
Certainly one of our favourite beaches. In the afternoon, delicious
food and 'Sangria de Cava'. You can rent beds, in summer there's a
DJ, and the music is always outstanding! Furthermore, a masseur
is Giovanni, who brings much expertise.
 
SALINAS BEACH | SA TRINXA 
This beach is a must if you want a place with the real Ibiza spirit!
Something unique and, luckily, never changed trough out the
years. You can get there through the forest (dunes) or along the
beach.

SALINAS BEACH | MALIBU BEACH RESTAURANTS
Nice and quieter than the above. 

PLAYA CODOLAR | EXPERIMENTAL BEACH (NEAR TO SALINAS )
You see the entrance right just before Salinas. Incredible sunsets
and very good music. It's a pebble beach.

PLAYA ES CAVALLET | EL CHIRINGUITO
El Chiringuito is a nice restaurant with big white lounge beds and a
good vibe. 

PLAYA D'EN BOSSA | COCO BEACH 
Sunbeds, club sandwiches, and fresh lobster are all served on the
beach. Delicious food for a beach restaurant, the kids can play in
the sand, and there is enough to see!

CALA JONDAL | THE BLUE MARLIN 
Famous and beautiful people. Lots of parties are going on. Not
great for the kids as it is a pebbly beach. It is over the top in the
summer; a Marbella Real Estate hangs out. They have showtime
Sunday with good music, DJ and sound, and good day dancing.
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amazing
restaurants More then just diner

We love the restaurants in Ibiza. 

Every year there are opening new ones
with new concepts, which we love. It is
impossible to put all our favourites in
this document, as there are many!

We would say the restaurants of Ibiza
are the best part of Ibiza :-)
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restaurants 
& off season 
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SANTA GERTRUDIS
Lovely town, with delicious lunch spots and small boutiques. Nice
playground for the kids.
 - Beetroots, for lunch
 - Sluiz ibiza : 'concept shopping' & eating
 - restaurant la Monde, delicious fresh pasta

SA CALETA
Delicious fish and all locals. Beautiful red, rough beach.

LA MARISQUERIA
Very good 'Menu del Diá', and kids can easily play on the beach
while you see them. 

LA ESCOLARA
Very good food, bit chique, big sofa's and good tables. 

SAN AUGUSTIN | BAR BERRI 
Should already be open for live music.

SAN JOSEP 
Eating fresh churros on Sunday morning at the cafe (I don't know
the name)

SAN JOSEP | COYOTE
Easy Mexican food at Coyote. Nicely decorated. 

SAN ANTONIO - CALA DE BOU | VITAMIN SEA'
Fun small place

TRUFFLE IBIZA
On the way from San Josep to ibiza city. Small cafe to eat delicious
fresh truffle pasta. Not necessarily handy with children...

IBIZA NORTH - CALLA SAN VINCENTE | THE BOATHOUSE. 
You can hang out, chill, and eat at the beach. The food is good,
small tapas, good Indian food and the desserts are amazing! 

SALINAS | JOCKEY CLUB
Open in wintertime, mainly at the weekend. Good food and just
being there in the wintertime is fantastic. At the beach, chill music
and it is suitable for long walks.

POM THAI | SAN ANTONIO
Easy going but very stylish Thai. You can also shop in the boutique. 



restaurants 
& healthy 
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PASSION - SAN JOSEP
the have more locatoing but we tend to go to the one in San Josep.
They have amazingly tasting healthy salads and pancakes. Also for
our Keto friends they have good food. 

LA PALOMA | SANT LLORENÇ
It's the garden what makes this places amazing. Yes the food and
coicktails also. but this lucios garden.... 

AUBERGINE | SAN MIQUEL
Again the garden makes this place beuautiful. nice lunch and chill
music. 

WILD BEETS | SANTA GERTRUDIS
Really nice and healthy food. And Magical Potions.... 



food
@ the villa cook at home

Paella. Paella. Paella.
Barbeque. Barbeque. Barbeque.
Hamburger. Hamburger. Hamburger.
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GROCERIES LIST FOR A NICE BARBEQUE

1) ‘Chulletas de Cordero (lamb chops) — season them with fresh
‘tomillo’ and Romero, which you can find fresh in the garden. 
2) ‘Gamba’s — season them with 'Herbamare', honey and peppers
and an optional Vodka, do this before you go to the beach. 
3) Ailoli — you can buy it in a jar, but we like to make it ourselves,
with mayo/yoghurt/lemon/ salt and, of course, garlic... lots of it. 
4) ‘Tortilla’ — slice the potatoes, bake them lightly with onion, put
eggs with herbs over it, and give it time. 
5) ‘Pan’ — which is bread, 
buy it at the store. 
6) Potato salad — buy the small potatoes, cook them and let them
cool down; mix them with a mix of mayo yoghurt, lemon and herbs. 
7) Wine tips: Marques de Riscal, Vina Mocen and more made off
Verdejo or from Rueda. Buen provecho!

GROCERIES
 
ROCAMAR
Go toward San Antonio; the supermarket will be on your left side.
They have all the good basics. They can also make sandwiches for
you to take on to the beach. 

EROSKI
Go toward San Antonio, take the second roundabout to Ses Paisses
you will find Eroski on your left.

SUMA
Go in the direction of San Antonio, go left on the roundabout you
will find the supermarket a bit further on your right. Across from
the Suma, is a fresh bakery where you can get your morning
coffee.

LIDL
Go to the big road between San Antonio and Santa Agnes. Has a
big bakery department, with good Empanadas.

MERCADONNA
Excellent supermarket on the route from San Antonio to Santa
Agnes.
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DON’T BBQ 
MAKE paella

 
Preheat the oven to 190ºC/375ºF/gas 5. Season the chicken pieces
and dust them with flour. Heat olive oil in a large deep pan and fry
the chicken until golden brown on both sides. Place the pieces on a
baking tray and into the oven for 30 minutes. Put the pan back on
the heat. Add the sliced chorizo, pancetta, or bacon, and fry until
browned and crispy. Then add the onion and garlic and cook until
soft.

Meanwhile, infuse half the hot chicken stock with the saffron. Add
the smoked paprika, rice and infused stock and leave to cook on
medium heat, stirring from time to time. After 20 minutes, the rice
should be nearly cooked. If you are using them, pour in the rest of
the stock along with the peas, prawns, mussels and squid. Place a
lid on the pan and cook for 10 minutes more. Finally, add the
cooked chicken and serve sprinkled with chopped parsley and a
wedge of lemon.

6 boneless chicken breasts or thighs, preferably free-range or
organic, skin on, each quartered

 sea salt and freshly ground black pepper
 plain flour for dusting
 olive oil
 100g chorizo, sliced
 6 slices pancetta or streaky bacon
 1 onion, finely chopped
 4 cloves of garlic, finely chopped
 2 litres hot chicken stock, preferably organic
 2 large pinches of saffron
 1 heaped teaspoon of smoked paprika
 500g paella rice
small bunch flat-leaf parsley, leaves picked and chopped, stalks
chopped
 2 handfuls peas, fresh or frozen
 10 king prawns
 Optional: 500g mussels, scrubbed
 optional: 2 small squids, halved and scored
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diner 
& cocktails More then just diner
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High heels and diner. 
Why not?



MORE THEN JUST DINNER

 
LA BELLE IBIZA | SAN RAFAEL
French restaurant where you can eat outside in private tents. They
also have a lounge area with great freshly made Mojitos and
Caipirina's. They have a good kitchen, but a little bit overprized for
just that. But then again the ambiance is really good. 

LIO | IBIZA HARBOR (OLD EL DIVINO DISCO)
Fantastic cabaret restaurant with great show and absolute
amazing view over Ibiza-city. Reserve in advance an ask for a table
in the middle. Do not go for intimate diner as there is
entertainment all night. The dancers are great and a real joy for
the eye! No need to make it expensive too, a great deal. 

 
DESTINO PACHA IBIZA RESORT | TALAMANCA
What can we say, Pacha combined all their quality work in on big
resort, a pool surrounded by palm trees, sunbeds and day beds
with an extra large Jacuzzi to enjoy the sunset. A big restaurant
and shows all evening and they did that fantastic! We had diner and
honestly we thought the food was ok but we were hungry when we
left!
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dance
& all night dance. dance. dance.

What can we say? Ibiza clubs are famous for
the party. 

All the big clubs have their party with all kinds
of people coming, especially opening and
closing parties are famous.

The season is from somewhere between the
end of May beginning of October 
For tickets, go to the bars in Ibiza town or other
places where you can buy tickets; always
negotiate. Check for deals; when dining in
Pacha restaurant, the entrance after is free. 
If you buy tickets at the door, the prices will be
much higher. For an actual party calendar,
check the web.
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PACHA | IBIZA TOWN 
The famous disco in Ibiza Town. Pacha's decor, small rooms and
cosy corners give the club an intimate and relaxed atmosphere.
Worth a visit; in winter only open on weekends.

PRIVILEGE | IBIZA TOWN 
The biggest club in the world. With a pool and a great Coco loco
bar, where you can see the sunrise.

AMNESIA | SANT RAFAEL 
Located in the middle of the island with a good atmosphere and
always something to do. Especially the closing parties in
September are popular, and it is not uncommon for Amnesia
parties last until late afternoon.

HÍ
The Club of Ibiza, check their calendar; they have a great lineup.
Also suitable for a Sunday evening. 

USHUAIA
For everyone who will go only some of the night! You can go from 8
till 2 pm.

EDEN
In the Bay of San Antonio

COVA SANTA
Perfect place to dance, walk around in the garden, shop a bit or get
a tattoo....  ideal if you like to go dancing on a 'descent  (!) time. 
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around
Around

Walk around
Shop around

Go dancing
Do yoga

Drink a cocktail
Drink a fresh brew

Do you 
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WALK AROUND 

 
DALT VILLA
The walls of Dalt Villa (old town) are monument by UNESCO as a
World Heritage site. They served in the sixteenth century as
protection against attackers. The narrow, cobbled streets are well
preserved and on top of the castle complex, as in the Santa Maria
Cathedral - the Dalt Vila, a beautiful view awaits you. The
distinctive gate Portal de ses Taules can be found in the north wall.
Really worth a visit as it is a small town in itself. 

SA PENYA, IBIZA TOWN 
Between the Dalt Vila and the port of Ibiza is the area Sa Penya.
The small, cozy streets of this former fishing district, pulse with
life in the summer as the busiest bars, restaurants and shops are
here. Make sure you do not miss out night club parades when drag
queens and musicians hand out flyers for the evening's parties. 

PLAZA PARQUE 
We like to come here, have drink, eat a bocadillo. Read a
newspaper in the sun at the square. All year round you come her
and just see all kinds of people passing. Never a dull moment.
Nice and lovely square!

IBIZA HARBOR
Go see the boats. At the end there is a little square with shops and
restaurants at the right hand. Also a small parade of bars with
terraces lies to the right. Stop at the Rock Bar or Base for a drink.
Marina Botafoch
Again go see the boats. If you are into boats. Very nice view from
the docks to dalt villa, also several buffet deals at Sunday at café
Sidney and during the week a fabulous daily menu at Trattoria del
Mar.

TEATRO PERREYRA
Here the Dutch owner organizes live jazz and blues nights
especially in winter time at the weekends. Free entrance but the
drinks include the music.
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SHOP AROUND

IBIZA TOWN
you will find a selection of the newest and wildest pieces of
clothing to wear for a night out, but you can also find funky
accessories for a day at the beach. The port of Ibiza is a vibrant
shopping area with fashionable boutiques. At night the street
vendors and stalls in the harbour market, where blankets, shawls,
clothing, jewellery, music and much more are sold. The shops in
the harbour are open in summer until late in the evening.
Wandering around Ibiza Town, you will encounter more shopping,
especially along the Paseo Vara de Rey and the Avenida d'Isidor
Macabich. The latter also has a small bazaar. The street of the
Holy Virgin is the centre of a large and vibrant gay scene in Ibiza,
hiding the piercing studios and trendy bars. 

SHOP IN BOUTIQUES
Just go to Ibiza town and walk around there are so many and not to
forgot the street around the harbor. 

IbzCode
Ibiza Town & big store on the road from Ibiza to Santa Eulalia
IbzCode is amazing, the way the owners find every year again to
renew there collection with items from all the world is impressing!

SAN ANTONIO BAY 
Have extensive opportunities for shopping, for example,
department stores and shops along the seafront in the heart. You'll
find everything from fashion to music and beach wear to souvenirs
here. 
 
HIPPY MARKETS
LAS DALIAS | SANT CARLES, KM12 
Famous hippy market with a lot of markets and also great food. In
summer, they are also open at night.

ES CANAR | PUNTA ARABI
We found the hippy market near Santa Eularia a bit too busy and
not as good as Las Dalias.
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BUY A KAFTAN

Or something else... 

REINA AND ROSES | SANTA EULARIA 
Bohemian boutique, kaftans, dresses and blouses made from soft
materials like silk and soft cotton outfits! Also a nice place to shop
for gifts.

AUROBELLE | SANTA GERTRUDIS & SANT JOSEP
Amazing kaftans (also for the kids)!  In Las Dalias there is a place
where you can buy last season kaftans for reasonable prices.
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what 
to do WHAT TO DO 

so much to do
So little time
:-)
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VISIT SPIRITUAL PLACES

 
ES VEDRA | CALA D’HORT
Ibiza is an island of mysteries, and the rock Es Vedra is one of
them. People say that the rock creates a magnetic field due to
extremely high concentrations of metals and minerals. There a
three magnetic places like this in the world. More sensitive people
can experience transformation; it is a great meditation place. The
rock is 380 meters, and next to it is its little sister Es Vedranell
which is 127 meters. 

WATSU IBIZA
So you like yoga and love massages and are ready to take the next
step and experience something unique? There comes Watsu. For
me, it was magical and hard to put into words. My experience was
being floated in warm water in total calmness, surrender and deep
understanding. Zara (11 years old at that time) went with me and
loved it too. Roger and Noam will take excellent care of you. 
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GET A MASSAGE or JOIN A YOGA CLASS
By ESTELLA 

 
We are very fond of our massages and have experienced many of
them worldwide, but honestly, nothing beats a massage by our
friend Estella. Estella lives just down the road from Mariposa with
her husband David, little girl Awen and their dog Rama and cats. 

You will find a beautiful yoga studio with a big window overseeing
the hills; the tranquillity and peace are unique.
Her massages are loving, intuitive, relaxing and balancing; more
important, she feels what you need. You can also do yoga, music
therapy, and healings with her. 
Another good thing is that she asks a more than fair price for the
massage. The time is between an hour and a half for the time you
need. Just make sure you text or call her at the beginning of your
holiday, as we know you would like to come back..... 

And she also provides yoga classes.

www.masajeibiza.com - 0034.656.673.245 
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MAKE A BOAT TRIP

 
GO TO FORMENTERA 
Take the boat to Formentera and rent a bike for a beautiful day.
You can search for restaurant Juan y Andrea at Beach Illetes
(Remember that summer is jam-packed with boat people).
Formentera is quiet and different from Ibiza. The location is
superb, and the aquamarine sea is gorgeous! Take the boat back
around 19.30 to Ibiza town and enjoy the sunset. 

RENT A BOAT
You can also rent a boat or hire a big boat with many people and
have a pick nick at a beach. Ask around in the harbour for a good
ship.

STAR BOATS | CALA DE BOU / SAN ANTONIO
If you do not have a boat licence, you can rent a small boat and visit
the beaches in the south. 
Jordi can provide you with good boat rentals; message him at
0031624696966.
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GO TO IBIZA FIESTAS
 

TOWN FIESTAS
The fiestas are an excuse to have a week-long party. There are
fiestas for each town and also for the Patron Saint. They Usually
last about a week and have loads of kids' entertainment, concerts,
live shows, competitions and parades through the town with floats,
old cars, etcetera and ending with massive firework displays. They
are great fun and a great way to mingle with the locals. 

IBIZA MEDIEVAL FESTIVAL
In May, there is a medieval festival in the old town of Ibiza. The XVI-
century walls and buildings are perfect for such a festival. Moors,
Christians, and Jews lived in Ibiza back then, and all will come
back alive again. We like to go here with the kids. Check for the
'big performance' they have at the weekends—the ones we have
seen were great.
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GO AROUND THE ISLAND

 
VINEYARD
Looking and tasting - the vineyard of Can Rich (wine from Ibiza). 

DIVING 
Warm, clear waters and lots of coastlines with rich marine life.
Ideal for diving and snorkelling. The dive sites include caves and
shipwrecks. There are many professional dive schools along the 
beaches of Ibiza. 

DISCOVERY ON THE ISLAND 
Do you feel like exploring? Go through the island's pine-covered
hills to remote, hidden caves. 

MUSEU D'ART CONTEMPORANI | IBIZA TOWN.
It is one of the most significant buildings of the monumental de
Dalt Vila. It currently houses a centre that, through exhibitions and
audiovisual, lets us know the city and its evolution in the Muslim
period.

SES SALINES 
The salt fields are more than 2000 years and created the 'white
gold' of Ibiza. It was the primary industry of the island until tourism
came to Ibiza. As the water during the hot summer evaporates,
salt crust is left on the bottom of the lakes. Every night is
spectacular to see the salt glittering in the sunset.

HORSEBACK RIDING
Get a horse on the island near San Antonio; there are various
stables.

PAINTBALL LOUNGE PARTY | NEAR SAN ANTONIO
Run around, lounge, barbeque and have fun!

AQUARIUM CAP BLANCHE | SAN ANTONIO
Walk down a small path to the old 'smugglers grotto'; they
transformed it into a small aquarium. 

DRIPSTONE CAVE
Can Marça Caves 
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PUERTO DE SAN MIGUEL
Breathtaking sea views as you descend steeply to the entrance.
Enter this multi-level, yellow-gold world, plotting the smugglers'
ancient route with a multilingual guide. Mysteriously, silently over
aeons, stalagmites and stalactites have formed into figures,
temples and rocket stations. At heart is spectacular Music & Light
Show with a 30 feet cascade of diamond-bright water. Open all
year.

WATER SLIDE PARK AGUAMAR 
Playa d'en Bossa, behind the disco Space
Take the kids on one of the long, fast, curvy slides. You will have so
much fun going around in the black hole… hahaha

GET YOUR HAIR DONE
Get some braids. It will style your day. 
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adres mariposa



mariposa 
de noche YOUR PRIVATE GETAWAY ON IBIZA

A charming villa in typical Ibicenco style lies in
the hills of San Josep and San Antonio, on the
southwest coast of Ibiza. This coastline is one
of the nicest areas on the island. The romantic
shores with crystal clear water backed up by
pine tree-covered mountains give a nice
picture of the island.

Mariposa is a place to relax at the beautiful
sun terrace or enjoy spectacular sunsets.
Because of its favourable situation, it is a place
to take off for a night out but also perfect for
those who seek tranquillity and relaxation. It is
like Ibiza, the best of both worlds. For more
details, check our website,

www.mariposadenoche.com
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THE VILLA
Mariposa is designed in harmony with the natural Ibiza style.  The
rustic charm, quality, comfort and connection to the surrounding
nature are presented beautifully. 

BEDROOMS
Garden Room
 Open your room's windows, and there are all the Meditarien
plants. The colourful Bougainvillea, variety of succulents,
different cactuses and 'Dame de la Noche' will give you a sweet
smell at night. 

ROMATIC ROOM
The klamboo brings a romantic feeling to the room. In
wintertime, you can fire up the wood stove and look at the fire
burning from your bed.

TWIN ROOM
The twin room has an enclosed bathroom with Moroccan lamps
and a rain shower. 

EXTERIOR
Mariposa is designed to live outside. The villa has numerous
spots to be. Wake up and get your morning coffee in the
swinging chair. Have breakfast at the round table, in the sun,
surrounded by the Chinese rose and the bougainvillaea. Swim,
relax, read a book and chill in the pool area. Make a barbecue at
the back terrace overlooking the sea and finish your day in the
chill area, the lights of San Antonio popping in the distance.
What a beautiful day. 
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Mariposa is designed to live in contact with nature,
an intimate and nature-inspired villa.

01 
Seaview
Overlooking the sea and bay 
Watch the boats go by and the flickering light of the city in the far.

03
Live outside
Wake up and see the sun come up behind the trees. Take morning coffee in the
swing chair. Eat breakfast outside, drink a glass of wine in the chill-out area and
have outside diners.

02
Amazing views
The sun comes up behind the hills, shining through the numerous pine trees. You
can have the most beautiful sunsets, where the skies turn pink and turquoise. 

04
Nature
Drawing on inspiration from one of Ibiza most beautiful and picturesque valleys,
Benimussa, you are sure to have a memorable stay where nature is the key element.

ibiza
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Laten we dwalen.
Laten we dwalen door onze schatkamers.
Door alle kamers die in ons zijn.
Goudkistjes,
verstopt om gevonden te worden.

Laten we dwalen.
Door de schatkamers van Ibiza

Zien, horen, ruiken, proeven, voelen, 
Het ontastbare.

Verleid worden door zachte geuren, 
prachtige muziek.
De zee spattend op je lijf,
heerlijk eten.
 
Samen zijn.

Laten we alles in onszelf open zetten,
om zo maximaal te genieten.

Disfrutar

UITNODIGING TOT DWALEN

dwalen
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